
Summit Desk Assembly Instructions 

1. Assemble legs top hat and the foot to the main leg piece. The will be small silver

threaded screws to do this. You should have 1 left hand and 1 right hand leg.

2. Attach modesty panel to each leg, I suggest doing this step upside down on the floor

or bench/table. So the feet that would sit on the floor are actually in the air once you

have attached to the legs to modesty panel.

3. Now unpack your top and have it upside down on a table or the floor. You may

receive one of two types of tops. One may have some fixing holes it’s our universal

top like image below. The other may have no fixing holes at all. Both of these tops

can be used for this type of leg assembly. The fixing holes are not relevant to the

legs you have, those fixings are for our Logan Range Desk Panels.



4. Place the legs upside down on top of your top. Measure in 6.5cm from each end and

1cm in from front edge. If you have a cable holes in the top your leg top frame will

cover it a little. See image below, If you have the scalloped top same measurements

apply. The Modesty panel has some holes in it to allow for screws to go into the top.

In both style of types you use the wood screws provided and a cordless drill or

impact driver to screw in the screws.

5.There is a small gap at either end of the modesty panel for some cabling to run

through. There is also 2 larger holes on the inside of each leg, This can also be for

running cables into. The actual inside of the leg can unclip while you run the cables

and then be clipped back on once cables are inside.

6. Once top screwed onto the legs you can now flip your table on its feet and

place in position. It’s a good idea to use two people for this.


